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as the disco era wound down, the only thing that wasnt
going to be changed were the beats. which is exactly why
i-f was such a huge, powerful presence during its
decadent final years, delivering the grime-fusing rhythms
that would transform late-80s dance music forever. in
fact, it wasnt just i-f that were making bold moves during
the closing days of the disco era. it was every dj in the
world. the more djs like him and roy ayers were picking
up speed on a 3-year journey that would lead to the birth
of the a-side-of-an-album-length single, the more the
music world would veer from its disco-heavy template.
the result? the lah-dah-dee era, a time of all-powerful big-
room sounds and hyper-muscled vocal tracks. nowadays,
the relentless 80s sound you hear in the clubs may be a
simple combination of the 2, but back then, it meant a
new concept altogether. juzwiak yeah, so, sure, theres
tons of obvious huge tracks from the 90s (and, in fact,
theres tons of obvious huge tracks from every decade).
but those other half dozen or so are some of the most
significant events in dance music history, regardless of
the decade. so if youre looking for some new music to
add to your digital collection, here are a few sounds to
consider. consider them the steps that led to the glorious
edm culture that we now know and love. valencia the
neptunes great winsome novelty hits, like umbrella and
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trust the dj, have a particular proclivity to transcend their
formula, and the latter was a true moment of magic. its a
beautifully simple tale of a would-be-lovers flirtations, a
digitized heart, and those (in the case of the song, bass)
emotional whooshes. to this day, its hard to imagine any
pop music without the syrupy bass and all those delicious
nick valjaks falsetto and strings. (valjak was the younger
brother of one of r&b s great songwriters, dino) the song
made the neptunes instantly famous (and a little
notorious, with its blatantly homoerotic music video) and
became a pop-based classic. henderson
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sergio mendes may have had his eye on the high-school
crowd, but his career never had the same draw as a

group like 10,000 maniacs, which was as popular with
college kids as ex-beatlesmen were at the height of their
fame. perhaps its because mandy moore, the lead singer
and songwriter, didnt really have that mamas and papas

thing happening, although the group was remarkably pop-
friendly on a few occasions, or perhaps its because the
band was made up of four women and no men, or its
because the group wasnt quite as danceable or even

mainstream-appealing as the chic-era temptations or the
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cars. whatever the case, 10,000 maniacs was more of a
symbol for its fans than a living, breathing song machine.
in fact, the only reason theyre so well-remembered is that

its mandy moore, who played one of the most crucial
roles in modern popular music. henderson the 90s were a

tumultuous time for dance music. aside from the pop
explosion of the 80s, a new scene of hardcore dance

subgenres was evolving, and a resurgence of disco-tinged
house music was starting to make itself known. dillin
jones was a critical touchstone of the hardcore scene,

and, to a lesser extent, his cousin kid soul, who was the
first to fuse house music with hip-hop. dillin jones,

however, was the master of combining the two styles into
a single seamless construct, one which will have a
profound influence on the edm of the 21st century.

several of his songs are staples of today, including the
funky cheers theme song for instance. but no song

encapsulated the feel of that particular moment in dance
culture quite like soul funk. ive got the love has dillin

jones in full renegade flow, and its playful, unapologetic
spirit perfectly captured the energy of the time. dillin
jones wasnt a pop star, and his recording career was

merely a sideshow for many, but that doesnt diminish the
vitality of his work. the 90s were a period in which music

had a lot of fun. henderson 5ec8ef588b
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